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Products 

	
Bottled Water Coolers
Easy-to-use, stylish water cooler dispensers.



	
Mains-Fed Water Coolers
Convenient and sustainable fixed-cost hydration solutions.



	
Instant Chilled & Boiling Taps
Enjoy instant filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling water in your office.



	
Hospitality Systems
High-capacity machines perfectly suited for the hospitality sector.



	
Drinking Water Fountains
Sustainable indoor & outdoor solutions for public spaces.



	
Bottle Filling Stations
Providing fresh, safe water to cater to large numbers of people in high usage environments.



	
Bottled Water Delivery Service
Reliable, scheduled bottled water deliveries for water coolers.



	
Accessories & Consumables
Everything you need to get the best from your drinking water products.



	
Water Boilers
Wall mounted and countertop high-volume water boilers.
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                                                        Bottled Water Deliveries for Water Coolers
                                                                                        
                                Never worry about your bottled water cooler running out of water again with our dependable and flexible water delivery service.
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                                            Why choose Culligan for your bottled water delivery?

                                                                Experience an efficient and sustainable bottled water delivery service that ensures your cooler always
 remains available to provide fresh water to staff.
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                                Reliable service

                                Our bottled water delivery service ensures a consistently reliable supply for your water coolers. With a fleet of dedicated drivers and meticulous route planning, we provide punctual deliveries that meet your hydration needs.

Whether it’s a substantial bulk order or a quick refill, our dependable service ensures your workplace remains stocked with water.
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                                Cost-effective

                                Single-use plastic bottled water is not only inconvenient to transport and store, but it can also prove to be costly. Opting for a bottled water cooler offers a practical solution by providing access to a regular water delivery service.

This service not only helps you save money but also offers an environmentally conscious alternative to single-use bottles.
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                                Convenience

                                Having a bottled water cooler at your business makes it easy for everyone—staff, customers, and teams—to enjoy fresh and healthy drinking water hassle-free.

What’s more, our bottled water delivery service is all about flexibility and convenience. You won’t need to stress about arranging refills. We’ve got you covered, ensuring a constant flow of water without any worries.
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                                Recycled bottles

                                Once you have used and finished with your bottled water, these bottles are collected (by our energy-efficient fleet of drivers), washed, refilled, and re-used up to 50 times. After an average of 5 years usage, these bottled are then recycled.
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                        Bottled water refills for bottled water coolers

A reliable bottled water delivery service for businesses.

Rely on our team to guide you in determining the right bottle quantity and delivery frequency for your workplace.

Our refill bottles, available in 19 litres and 11 litres, are compatible with standard water coolers.

Enjoy competitive rates and personalised deals from our team. Plus, contribute to a greener future by using our returnable and reusable bottles, supporting your company’s environmental commitment.

                    

                                                                Get a free quote
                                    

            

        

    






    
        
        
           
                    Ready to start enjoying better water?

Get a free, no-obligation quote and expert advice from Culligan.
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                                                            Bottled water cooler rental

                                                        Flexible rental packages to suit your needs.

                                                            
                                                                                
                                                

                                                Installation, maintenance, and aftercare                                            

                                                                                
                                                

                                                Scheduled bottle water deliveries to suit you                                            

                                                                                
                                                

                                                Any issues? We'll take care of everything                                            
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                                                                Helping to reduce single-use plastic waste

                                        
                        By choosing Culligan to supply your bottled water, you are helping the efforts towards reducing single-use plastic waste.

On average, our returnable water cooler bottles are re-used up to 50 times and are then recycled.

                    

                                                                Contact us about bottled water delivery
                                    

            

        

    





    

                

            

                            
                    Here’s what our customers say about us

                

                                                            
            


        


    


    

                

            

                            
                    

Trustpilot



                

                                                            
            


        


    





    
        
                            
                    
                        
                                                    Frequently asked questions

                                                                    

                

                        
                                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How does your water delivery service work?                                 

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Our bottled water delivery service provides regular delivery of water bottles to refill water coolers, ensuring a constant supply of clean and refreshing drinking water. You can sign up for a delivery plan, and we will schedule regular deliveries based on your water usage and needs.

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    What bottle sizes are available?                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Bottle sizes include 19 litres and 11 litres, catering to different water consumption requirements.

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How often will I receive water deliveries?                                 

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Delivery frequency varies depending on your water consumption.

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Can I customise my delivery schedule?                                 

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Yes, we can adjust your delivery frequency based on your changing needs.

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How do I store the extra bottles until they're used?                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Bottles can be stored in a cool and dry place, away from direct sunlight, until you're ready to use them. We also provide bottle racks as part of our accessories range. Get in touch to find out more.

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Do you take back empty bottles for recycling?                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Yes, Culligan promotes sustainability by collecting empty bottles for cleaning, refilling, and reuse.

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                
            

        

    





            
        
            
                
                                    

            

        

    






    
        
        
           
                    Have any questions?

Get in touch with our experts for specific advice based on your needs.

           

           
                 Contact Us
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				Refreshing insights into the importance of having better water.
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									Product Support
								

								
									How to solve a leaking bottled water cooler

								
								
									Whether it's a simple drip tray issue or a more complex problem, we'll help you get your water cooler back in working or...								
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									4 Tips For Cleaning Your Bottled Water Cooler

								
								
									Keeping your bottled water cooler clean and well-maintained is crucial to ensure it operates efficiently and delivers cl...								
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									Celebrating Success: Culligan x Refill

								
								
									As we embark on 2024, we’re reflecting on and celebrating the collaboration between Culligan and Refill - the award-wi...								
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                    Contact

Get in touch with our experts and start enjoying the very best in water.
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Follow us on social media                
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